




 W ith the new STOCKHOLM collection Swedish design 

duo Bernadotte & Kylberg creates an iconic series 

of vases and bowls for Danish design brand Stelton. The 

STOCKHOLM collection is inspired by the Stockholm archi-

pelago and the Baltic Sea. The ever-changing scenery of 

the sea is an infinite source of inspiration for the collection’s 

artistic expression and its aquatic blue colour palette 

experienced in the two STOCKHOLM designs: Aquatic and 

Horizon. 

The serenity experienced at sea, but also the sea’s oc-

casionally dramatic scenery is intensely captured in the 

Aquatic design evoking the viewer’s senses. With its shades 

of blue and green, the abstract Horizon design depicts the 

picturesque seascape in Stockholm’s archipelago. 

Combining the artistic graphics with the soft, rounded 

shapes of the vases and bowls STOCKHOLM is a breath-

taking centerpiece collection. Using an innovative produc-

tion technique the graphics are presented in cold enamel 

on organically shaped aluminum based vases and bowls. 

Each piece is finished by hand for a perfecting touch giving 

each item a unique expression.

The STOCKHOLM Aquatic collection won the prestigious  

Red Dot 2015 design award for high design quality.

The STOCKHOLM collection includes a range of 4 bowls and 

3 vases. STOCKHOLM Horizon and Aquatic are available in 

selected stores and online at www.stelton.com.

Be seduced by the beauty of STOCKHOLM







Horizon
Stockholm bowl, mini - art. no. 451-10

Stockholm bowl, small - art. no. 451-11
Stockholm bowl, medium - art. no. 451-12

Stockholm bowl, large - art. no. 451-13
Stockholm vase, small - art. no. 451-20

Stockholm vase, medium - art. no. 451-21
Stockholm vase, large - art. no. 451-22







“ We tried to channel the bold character 
of the surrounding sea into our design. 
By working with Indian ink on wet 
watercolour paper we managed 
to bring out both the serenity and 
the dramatic expression of the sea. 
Combining the eloquent graphics 
with the soft organic shapes of the 
vases and bowls we aspired to design 
centerpieces with a timeless quality, 
a collection of artworks that evokes 
emotions and enriches life.” 
– Bernadotte & Kylberg





Aquatic
Stockholm bowl, mini - art. no. 450-10

Stockholm bowl, small - art. no. 450-11
Stockholm bowl, medium - art. no. 450-12

Stockholm bowl, large - art. no. 450-13
Stockholm vase, small - art. no. 450-20

Stockholm vase, medium - art. no. 450-21
Stockholm vase, large - art. no. 450-22
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The agency Bernadotte & Kylberg was established in 2012 by Carl Philip Bernadotte 

(born 1979) and Oscar Kylberg (born 1972). The design philosophy of the Swedish 

 design duo is to create iconic and inspiring designs that are made to last. The designers 

have worked with a range of well-known interior design and fashion brands bringing 

their organic and aspirational designs to life.

Bernadotte & Kylberg joined forces with Danish design brand Stelton to develop and 

produce the STOCKHOLM collection. The artistic and organic designs of Bernadotte 

& Kylberg combined with Stelton’s stringent, minimalist design style have proven to be 

the perfect match for something truly new and unique.  

Find the nearest retailer on www.stelton.com.


